
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Best Practices-3 
 

1. International Year of Physics Proclaimed by United Nations 

Scientific Visit in different Parts of Bihar communicates the basic scientific aspects of 

modern discoveries, how they have shaped our lives and promotes the method of science 

and spread a scientific outlook among the people. 

2. Coordinator in a programme – “Vigyan ke teen sopan”Khoj, SodhAur Bodh, Indo-

German Initiative and Science Express Train in Bihar. 

3. Appreciating Science in Daily Life Programme – Follow up Programme of World 

Year of Physics. 

4. International Year of Astronomy - Proclaimed by United Nations 

Scientific Visit in different Parts of Bihar communicate the basic scientific aspects 400 

years of completion of discoveries by Galileo, Kepler's in the year1609 and total solar 

Eclipse moment on 16th July 2009 and how they have shaped our lives, promotes the method 

of science and spread a scientific outlook among the people. 

5. Coordinator/Organizing Committee Member of National Graduate examination (NGPE), 

National Slandered Examination Programme (NSEP) for School, Colleges and University 

students 

 

 

 

 

 



International Year of Physics Proclaimed by United Nations 
Scientific Visit in different Parts of Bihar communicate the basic scientific aspects of 
modern discoveries, how they have shaped our lives, promotes the method of science 
and spread a scientific outlook among the people. 

 
Academic Recognition of Master Resource person of International Year of 
Physics-2005, (Proclaimed by United Nations) by DST-Govt. of Bihar and NCSTC-
network, Delhi, Science for Society, Bihar. 

• Year   2005 was declared as International Year of Physics(IYP) by united nations. 

This year marks of the theory of relativity, Special and general- has stood the test of  time 

for a century now and remains one of the greatest creations of human mind that help us to 

understand nature in the proper perspective. The IYP also marks the centenary of the 

golden decade(1895-1905: Modern Physics) in which momentous discoveries in Physics 

were made including Quantum Science. In the same year Albert Einstein’s seminal paper 

entitled “on the electrodynamics of moving bodies” appeared in AnnalenderPhysik in 

1905. 
❖  Importance to celebrating the year of Physics is, so celebrating 100 year of the golden 

decade and offers great opportunity to communicate the basic scientific aspects of these 

discoveries and how they have shaped our lives, promotes the method of science and 

spread a scientific outlook among the people.  

❖ On 27-29 July 2005, as Master Resource Person training programme was organized by 

the DST-Govt. of India at Institute of Physics(I.O.P) Bhubaneshwar, Dept. of Atomic 

energy. Dr. Rakesh actively participated in all the sessions of this training programme. 

❖ Dr. Rakesh kr Singh nominated for the Master Resource person of International Year of 

Physics by Bihar Council on Science & Technology-DST-Govt. of Bihar and Science for 

society, Bihar, member of National Council of Science & Technology Communication-

network- Technology Bhawan, Delhi. On this occasion delivered talks on various aspects 

of Physics, conducted various activities at different colleges/PG centers/Institutions and 

schools through the state Bihar and others places for the progress of science for the 

people. 



International Year of Physics Proclaimed by United Nations 
Scientific Visit in different Parts of Bihar communicate the basic scientific aspects of  
modern discoveries, how they have shaped our lives, promotes the method of science 
and spread a scientific outlook among the people 

 

 
Organized session with Sri Abhyanand, DGP and     

founder Super-30 with young students of Bihar 

 
Delivering a Lecture in Teacher workshop at Nalanda, Bihar Sharif and at Patna 

 



Appreciating Science in Daily Life Programme  
 

 

One of the Expert in National workshop to “produce a module on   Appreciating Physics 
in everyday life and Physics for Consumer” Organized by- NCSTC-DST Govt of India and 
DST, Govt of Assam. 

• Everday, we see around us various phenomenon- at home or outside- that can be 

explained by basic principal of Physics and its interdisciplinary nature.  Once the laws of 

Physics are understand it becomes very much simple to explain allthe observed 

phenomenon. An understanding of Physics is very much essential for smooth running of 

our life. We may not have studied Physics subject in the classroom but there is need for 

everyone to understand it, at least the basic laws of Physics that govern our daily life. As 

a consumer, producers and sellers of commodities also see around us and face various 

phenomenon that can be explained by basic principal of Physics.  

 

Dr. Rakesh Kumar Singh participated in a National Workshop on this topic as a 

Resource person (Expert), at Guwahati in June 2007, invited by NCSTC-DST, Govt. of 

India. Then   I worked in state Bihar for various interdisciplinary work for the 

progress and development. As an impact the only one cutting edge research center-

Nanotechnology center in sate Bihar till date. This is due to appreciating basic 

principal of science specially Physics. The impact assessment can be seen in 

nanotechnology section. Till date we have been working in Nanotechnology in 

Ayurveda Science, Nanotechnology in food & Agriculture, Nano-Electronics such 

research are being spread in sate Bihar. 



Appreciating Science in Daily Life Programme 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Coordinator in a programme – “Vigyanke teen sopan”Khoj, SodhAur Bodh, 
Indo-German Initiative and Science Express Train in Bihar. 

• A Countrywide Programme on Research  and Development popularization built around 

an exhibition train – Science express ( A journey in to the future of Scientific discovery) 

at Patna. This Science express train was developed by German Plank Society, Govt. of 

Germany and DST, Govt. of India., Organized by :- NCSTC-DST, Govt. of India, 

Science For Society Bihar. Date:-26-29 December 2007. The main purpose of this train is 

to create awareness about Science education & Research among general public and 

academicians/ students of Bihar.  

• On this occasion Dr. Rakesh Kr Singh visited various higher education institutes (one 

month campaigning) in Patna for visiting this Science Express train and organized career 

orientation session in R&D, and  lecture on cutting edge research at Patna Railway 

station for 3 days. Nearly more than 1 lakh people including students visited this 

Science express train. 

 
The three day session was so excited, even most of the parents/faculty member also 
visited. Parents also inspire their children for perusing career in Science. 

 



Coordinator in a programme – “Vigyanke teen sopan”Khoj, SodhAur Bodh, Indo-German 
Initiative and  Science Express Train in Bihar.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



International Year of Astronomy - Proclaimed by United Nations 
Scientific Visit in different Parts of Bihar communicate the basic scientific aspects 400 
years of completion of  discoveries by Galileo, Keplers in the year1609 and total solar 
Eclipse moment on 16th July 2009 and how they have shaped our lives, promotes the 
method of science and spread a scientific outlook among the people 

 

Academic Recognition of Master Resource person of International Year Astronomy-
2009 (Proclaimed by United Nations) by DST-Govt. of Bihar and NCSTC-network, Delhi, 
Science for Society, Bihar 

❖ Year-2009 was declared as International Year of Astronomy (IYA) by united nations. 

In this year we celebrate a momentous event, the Astronomical use of a telescope by 

Galileo in 1609, an invention that initiated 400 years of incredible Astronomical 

discoveries; and pay homage to one of the greatest of scientists. Indeed, Galileo telescope 

triggered a scientific revolution,which has profoundly affected our world view. At the 

same time, we celebrate yet another momentous event- the publication of the first two laws 

on planetary motion by Johannes Kepler's in 1609. The Total Solar Eclipse, the largest 

celestial drama of this century was occurred on 22 July 2009 in the same year. 
 

❖ On 27-29 July 2009, as Master Resource Person training programme was organized by 

DST-Govt. of India at Guru-Govind Dev University, Amritsar. Dr. Rakesh actively 

participated in all the sessions of this training programme. Dr. Rakesh kr Singh nominated   

for the Master Resource person of International Year of Astronomy by Bihar Council on 

Science & Technology-DST-Govt. of Bihar and Science for society, Bihar, member of 

National Council of Science & Technology Communication-network- Technology 

Bhawan, Delhi. 

On this occasion delivered talks on various aspects of Evidence based Scientific 
phenomenon, conducted various activities at different colleges/PG centers/Institutions 
and schools through the state Bihar and others places for the progress of science for the 
people. His contributions for popularization of scienceand scientists was appreciated at 
large for establishing image of science and scientist in the society.  



 
International Year of Astronomy - Proclaimed by United Nations 

Scientific Visit in different Parts of Bihar communicate the basic scientific aspects 400 
years of competition of discoveries by Galileo, Kepler's in the year1609 and total solar 
Eclipse moment on 16th July 2009 and how they have shaped our lives, promotes the 
method of science and spread a scientific outlook among the people  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On this occasion organized more than 45 scientific programmes across the state Bihar as 
Master resource person. This programme was supported by DST-BCST-Govt. of Bihar, SCERT-
Dept. of Education, Govt. of Bihar, Science for society-member-NCSTC-network-Delhi and Sri 
krshna Science center Patna, Ministry of culture, Govt. of India. 



International Year of Astronomy - Proclaimed by United Nations 
Scientific Visit in different Parts of Bihar communicate the basic scientif ic aspects 400 
years of completion of  discoveries by Galileo, Kepler's in the year1609 and total solar 
Eclipse moment on 16th July 2009 and how they have shaped our lives, promotes the 
method of science and spread a scientific outlook among the people  

                                 

Addressing to large gathering of students, teachers and parents. Scientific society 
require learning based education system and intellectuals. On this occasion, Director, 
SCERT- Sri HasanWaris and Director, Sri Krishan Science center, Patna Sri Anurag Kr 
was also shared a dias and address the gathering 

 

 
Students Visit to different scientific evidence based observatary places  under the 
supervision of Dr. Rakesh Kr Singh. 



Publications on International Year of Astronomy 

 
 



International Year of Astronomy - Proclaimed by United Nations 

 

 



Children Science Congress 
A programme of DST-Govt. of Bihar 

The Children Science Congress is unique programme that motivates children in the age 

group of 10-17 years, to take-up scientific project on local specific issues of their 

choice under broader themes, instead of imposing issues on them. This programme is 

an actively towards promoting congenial team work, correlating science with everyday 

life situation and has been organizing such scientific programme in different districts 

of Bihar by DST-Govt. of Bihar in collaboration with Science for Society, Bihar and State 

Council of Educational Research and Training, Dept. of Education, Govt. of Bihar  

 

 

 

 
Dr. Rakesh Kr Singh has been participating as resource person since for than 10 years 
in face to face Programme of Child scientists, mentoring teachers/supervisor to make 
their scientific project for sate awardee etc. In this connections, I have visited to 
various districts of Bihar and they are- Kishanganj, Banka, Bhagalpur, Madhubani, 
Motihari, Patna, Gaya, Biharsarif, Begusari, Muzaffarpur, Siwan, Purnea, Khagaria, 
Arah, Buxar and some others.  

 



Children Science Congress 
A prgramme of DST-Govt. of Bihar 

The Children Science Congress is unique programme that motivates children in the age 

group of 10-17 years, to take-up scientific project on local specific issues of their 

choice under broader themes, instead of imposing issues on them. This programme is 

an actively towards promoting congenial team work, correlating science with everday 

life situation and has been organizing such scientific programme in different districts 

of Bihar by DST-Govt.of Bihar in collaboration with Science for Society, Bihar and State 

Council of Educational Research and Training, Dept. of Education, Govt. of Bihar 

 
Counseling of teachers for students project                        Session with Child scientist at Sitamarhi 

 

Session with Child Scientists at Begusarai 

Coordinator/Organizing Committee Member of National Graduate 
Examination(NGPE), National Slandered Examination  Programme (NSEP) 
for School, Colleges and University students. 

For Identification and Nurturing of Students of Bihar in the field of Education, School, Colleges 

and University level test has been organizing by different Scientific organizations every year. Dr. 

Rakesh Kr Singh have been conducting such examinations as Coordinators/Observer etc. He is 

also actively involved in career counseling for students of Bihar for Olympiad/different 

scholarship for higher studies etc. 


